‘productive nature’
_ a research proposal _

EMPHASIS on:

analytical components
1. Percentage of space: Private/Public/Nature
In this case there is a far greater emphasis on the nature value criteria and the new coastal defence
criterion.

production

public
involvement

testing:
How far can you extent the idea about saline farming?
By means of ont-poldering or controlled tidal systems the raw
processes of nature could be used to create a fertile landscape
which at the same time facilitates nature development.
_new types of transition between land and water

2. Technique - the Composition of the elements that form the unit
- Farmers that give up their agricultural land can still grow products of a saline nature
- New markets based on saline products
- New technological advances in aquaculture techniques
- production in nature
- productive dikes

nature values

1. ponds in double dike
example of productive pockets in nature

+

coastal defence

3. Water system
- based on tidal inﬂuxes in the Westerschelde
- natural water system refreshes pond water
- carries waste nutrients from ponds into nature for ﬁltering
- A new natural and sustainable hydrological system, with minimal control
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bird watching

4 & 5. Public involvement & Nature value

2.

high tide

4. Public involvement:
- in the form of nature tourism
- European landscape!! Tourist interest, for rare European landscape type
- sublime, truly saline experience
5. Nature value:
- a substantial contribution to the E.H.S.
- beneﬁts to the water quality in the Westerschelde, improved nutrient conditions
- high nature value due to sweet to salt transitions and tidal inﬂuxes
- Bring back habitats that were originally there

low tide

6. Coastal defence
- Safer now and in the future, with the sea rising, and climate changes
- Schor development would raise the altitude of the land, which is now dangerously
low
- Lower the ﬂooding risks towards the east, by reducing tidal pressure

